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VAL DI FIEMME: SNOWMAKING HAS BEGUN 
TO BE READY TO HOST THE TOUR DE SKI

10,000 cubic metres of snow have already been produced 
Val di Fiemme will host the Tour de Ski on 8, 9 and 10 January 
The competitions will take place behind closed doors and can be followed on TV
The FIS Cross-Country World Cup kicked off in Finland, Klaebo and Johaug OK


The temperatures are getting colder and colder, and snowmaking has begun in Lago di Tesero (ITA) to prepare the slopes that will host the last three stages of Tour de Ski in 2021.
The thermometer read -6 °C on Monday night in Val di Fiemme and around 10,000 cubic metres of snow have already been produced. The 1.5 km trail in the Cross-Country Stadium can now be prepared. The aim is to have enough snow to prepare the 2.5 km trail in Lago di Tesero and the section of the Marcialonga course that leads to the foot of Alpe Cermis.
There is over a month to go before Friday 8th January (mass start 10/15 km), Saturday 9th (sprint CT) and Sunday 10th (Final Climb), so there is enough time to prepare the courses for the cross-country champions in the best way possible.
Meanwhile, the FIS Cross-Country World Cup kicked off in Ruka (FIN) last weekend. Klaebo and Johaug are already leading the overall standings, but Bolshunov, who together with Johaug won on Alpe Cermis last January, is ready to compete for important results. There was, however, no direct confrontation with Ustiugov, who last season arrived to Val di Fiemme with the aim of winning the Tour de Ski, but finishing second – he had already won it in 2017 and finished second in 2019.
The three stages in Val di Fiemme are undoubtedly spectacular. Last season too the gold medal for the TV ratings went to the last three stages of Tour de Ski, thus confirming that they are among the most beautiful competitions of the season. This time, due to the lockdown, the thousands of spectators who usually line the courses in Lago di Tesero and on Alpe Cermis will have – and will be able – to enjoy the races in the comfort of their own homes. Due to the anti-Covid-19 restrictions, in fact, the races will take place without spectators. RAI and Eurosport, however, have already confirmed they will be covering the events in Val di Fiemme.
After organising 14 editions of Tour de Ski and almost 200 World Cup races, planning elite events has become customary for the organisers. For the next edition, the full organisation process will have to adapt to the new FIS guidelines and the rules imposed by the local and national authorities. Having already produced a good quantity of snow is encouraging, but everyone is obviously waiting for fresh snowfalls in December. The courses, the facilities and the staff will be ready to host the events, without forgetting that in 2026 the stadiums in Lago di Tesero and Predazzo will stage the Winter Olympics (Cross-Country skiing, Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping). The volunteers are ready to help the organisers even in this uncertain moment. Everyone will have to wear FFP2 face masks, have their temperature checked, take Covid tests. Furthermore, there will be strict controls to keep the fans away from the competition area, which will only be accessed by insiders.
It’s too early to talk about favourites. Almost everyone has announced that their goals in 2021 are the Tour de Ski and the World Championships. The World Cup inevitably becomes a further goal for everyone, because whoever wins the Tour de Ski takes home a lot of points (and a lot of money...) thus securing the overall World Cup title as it happened in the past, except on four occasions as far as the men are concerned: in 2010, 2013, 2017 and 2018 when respectively Bauer, Legkov, Ustiugov and Cologna won the Tour but did not win the overall World Cup title.
Last weekend in Ruka, De Fabiani and Pellegrino kicked off the season well. All the Italian supporters are hoping to see some Italian skiers fighting for the podium in Val di Fiemme, among them the head coach Marco Selle who is planning to put together a large team for the Tour de Ski.

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

